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The Winter SCBWI National Conference
BY ERIN MOS, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

The Winter SCBWI National
Conference took place over the weekend
of February 2nd through 4th in New
York. This was the first winter conference
with a new and improved format, but as
this was my first experience of the event,
it was all new to me. Taking the word of
the more veteran participants, the new
format seems to have been a success. I can
honestly say I had a whirlwind of a time.
According to SCBWI co-founder Lin
Oliver, the New York conference was
initially conceived as an entirely
publishing business-based event – the Big
Apple having a rather larger than average
confluence of publishing professionals—
while the Summer SCBWI Conference
in Los Angeles was designed to be
entirely craft-based. However, as time has
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passed, the emphasis has shifted
somewhat. Both conferences now boast
of a business side and a craft side. Having
now gone to one of each, I can personally
attest to this being true. However, I
would stipulate that the very proximity of
so many more literary professionals made
the mingle opportunities much more
intense in New York.

Mingling aside, the other main difference
(just for those of you playing along at
home) is the length. The Los Angeles
conference has a full day of intensives
tacked on to the Monday following an
already full day of conference. In my
entirely biased and personal opinion, New
York felt more doable. For an introvert
who is always in danger of making a
social awkward scene, New York felt more
approachable. Sure, the sheer number of
industry big-wigs was daunting, but I
never got so tired that my initial response
to meeting someone became an urge to
scream and run. On the other hand, by
the time Los Angeles rolled to a stop, I
was barely able to crawl into a bed and
assume the fetal position.
The extroverts among us will likely have a
very different take. New York itself is an
extrovert’s paradise. Although, to be
honest, it is also pretty good for introverts
as no one thinks you’re rude if you fail to
make eye-contact on the subway.

However, I digress. Back to the
conference.

This year the New York event featured
the Golden Kite Gala and Awards – a fun
chance to wear something sparkly and
enjoy an adult beverage and some
chocolate strawberries. The award
ceremony itself wasn’t half bad with
Chelsea Clinton as the featured speaker.
The awards were presented by members
of the SCBWI board and featured a
who’s who of notable names including
Jane Yolen presenting the award for
picture book text to Carolyn Crimi and
Vanessa Brantley-Newton presenting the
Sid Fleishman Humor Award to Crystal
Allen for her book The Magnificent Mya
Tibbs: The Wall of Fame Game. A
complete list of the Golden Kite winners
is available at SCBWI.org.

Saturday and Sunday were an intermixing
of keynotes, agent and editor panels as
well as breakout sessions. Middle of the
Map faculty member Jill Santopolo
appeared on one panel – which made me
feel very ‘in the know.’ Saturday allowed
participants to attend two breakouts and
Sunday included one in the morning only.
I personally enjoyed all of my sessions,
but my time spent in the “Four Minutes
of Fame” pitch session with agents Molly
O’Neill and Brooks Sherman was
cont’d on pg. 2

ERIN MOS, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
Erin Mos wears many hats (and several names) – not the least of
which is regional co-advisor for the Kansas-Missouri SCBWI. Under
the name E. Lillith McDermott she writes dark fiction from her
home in Kansas City where she collects apothecary bottles,
spell books, and the tears of her enemies. She periodically
geeks out at GeekMom.com and her other work can be
found at elillithmcdermott.com
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particular enlightening—and stressful! Everyone had two
minutes to pitch and then one minute for each agent to give
feedback. It is amazing how much you can learn by watching
other people pitch. While doing my own pitch was terrifying
(I’m still having palpitations) I grew a ton in that session.
Regional Illustrator Coordinator Amy Kenney enjoyed her
masterclass “How Graphic Novel Techniques can Enhance Your
Art” with Mark Siegel and Sara Varon. In fact, this has helped
inspire us to find a way to host a graphic novel workshop in our
KS-MO region! The closing keynote from The Hate U Give
author Angie Thomas brought the entire weekend to a close on

just the right note.

A question I’ve been asked a few times is “are there any people I’d
know?” I’d like to take a second to address this right here and now.
Not only will you find a large group from your region – we had ten
people from our Kansas-Missouri region in attendance and we all
met up for lunch on Saturday—but the people at this conference
(and Los Angeles) are welcoming and willing to take a newbie by
the hand and walk them through introductions, small group
settings, and the potato bar. Don’t let a lack of connections keep
you from attending any of the events the national SCBWI has to
offer. This is a tribe for writers and illustrators – join in!

Creative Cross-Training
BY JESS TOWNES, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

Years ago, I saw a story on the news about professional football
players taking ballet classes as part of their training program.
This story fascinated me to no end. A former ballerina myself, I
knew first-hand how grueling a workout a barre class could be.
I remembered the way my quads would shake as I tried to
extend my arabesque from the knee. I remembered the battered
toes and foot cramps that followed a first week on pointe. And
though these football players had tough workouts of their own,
I knew they were in for a unique experience at the barre. And it
made a lot of sense to me that it might just influence their
game in unexpected ways.
If you’ve ever played a sport or trained for an athletic event,
you’re already familiar with the concept of cross-training. A
runner who swims for recovery, a soccer player who runs for
stamina, or a figure skater who does yoga for flexibility are all
examples of cross-training, or participating in a secondary
discipline that informs your primary goal. Cross-training can
break you out of a rut, build skills that help your game, or give
you a chance to recover from injury.

I’ve come to believe that cross-training in our creative lives is
every bit as important as it is in our athletic lives. Creative
cross-training can be a great way to fight writer’s block, work
through a creative problem, find inspiration, or practice the art of
stumbling over something new. Creative cross-training can
interrupt a stage of perfectionism by reminding us that it’s okay
to try something outside of our comfort zone.
The next time you are struggling with a scene in your revision, or
pondering the perfect words for your picture book manuscript,
try taking a break and doing a little creative cross-training. Here
are a few things to try:
Creativebug

Creativebug’s motto is
“You’re more creative
than you think” and
they back up that assertion with over 1,000 online classes
taught by artists from around the world. creativebug.com
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Photography

Look through the lens of your camera
(or phone, let’s be honest) with new
eyes and try to tell a story through the
images you capture. This can be a
particularly helpful exercise for picture
book writers who aren’t illustrators but
are looking to improve their visual storytelling.
Improv Class

There is nothing quite like an improv
class to help you breaking down
inhibitions and barriers in your
storytelling. Improv forces you to
allow all possibilities room to breathe,
and might help you find creative solutions to the problems in
your manuscripts.
Take up an Instrument
– Or practice one you already play.
Music reaches us on a different level
than words, and can help you unlock
emotions that may be missing in your
work. Learning a new instrument
reminds us that we all start at the beginning, and that practice is
the only way to improve.

As for me, I’ll be at the piano, singing entirely too loudly to the
Waitress soundtrack while my dog howls along, hoping that
inspiration strikes in the form of the perfect formatting concept
for the non-fiction picture book manuscript with which I’ve been
struggling. Here’s hoping inspiration finds us all in our messy,
imperfect creative cross-training.
JESS TOWNES, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
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Jess Townes currently serves as regional
co-advisor for the Kansas-Missouri
SCBWI. She is a children’s writer and a
regular contributor at All the Wonders.
She lives in Wentzville, Missouri with her
ukulele-strumming husband, two insatiably curious boys, a shoe-stealing dog,
and two cats. jesstownes.com.
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Sense and Sensibility
BY NICKI JACOBSMEYER, KS-MO ARA

Are you writing sense-ably? The five senses can have a powerful
impact as seen in Steve Parker’s book, The Senses. “More than
half of our knowledge stored in the brain is from our sense of
SIGHT. The main surface of our tongue does not have taste
buds. Most TASTE buds are at the tip, sides and across the back
of our tongue. We do not notice or remember every SOUND we
hear. The brain filters which sounds are more important. An area
of skin the size of a fingernail has up to 1 million microscopic
TOUCH sensors. The sense of SMELL provokes the strongest
memories because its smell centers in the brain are near each
other and have many connections between them.” Make sense?
Let’s see how these children authors use the power of senses to
make the story come to life.

SIGHT

Manhattan looked small from the 110th floor. The
buildings, rivers, and cars looked tiny.

“ The view from the 110th floor was like
looking down on Manhattan from a cloud. The
whole island stretched out in front of them. The
buildings below looked like toys, the rivers like
trickling streams, the cars and trucks looked
smaller than the models Lucas and Dad built in the basement.”

I Survived: The Attacks of September 11, 2001, Lauren Tarshis
TASTE

“What did it taste like?” I asked.
Awful. Disgusting,” she added.

“What did it taste like?” I asked when she had
finished gagging and choking.
“ Old fish,” said Nina. “And the beach. Rope.
Boats. Treasure chests. The Seven Seas. And
dirty feet,” she added.

Inspector Flytrap, Tom Angleberger & Cece Bell
SOUND

Mockingjay, Suzanne Collins

 rs. Raccoon took Chester’s hand and opened it
M
wide. She kissed his hand. Chester felt happy.

“Mrs. Raccoon took Chester’s left hand and
spread open his tiny fingers into a fan. Leaning
forward, she kissed Chester right in the middle
of his palm. Chester felt his mother’s kiss rush
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The KissingHand, Audrey Penn
SMELL

Then Lillie smelled the cotton candy. She
wanted to try some.

“Then Lillie smelled something toasty and
sweet like caramels. It made her mouth
water.”

Fairy Floss: The Sweet Story of Cotton Candy, Ann Ingalls

The five senses infuse life into the pages of your
book. “Specific sights and sensations evoke
memories of other times and other places,
memories we can use to create stories that move
beyond authenticity into the heart of truth.”
(The Writer’s Guide to Crafting Stories for
Children, Nancy Lamb). Fiction isn’t the only
place for the senses. Use them in
your non-fiction work to ensure you capture the
reader’s attention. “Those sensory details will help
you recreate the scene for your reader and
establish a mood.” (Anatomy of
Nonfiction:Writing True Stories for Children,
Margery Facklam and Peggy Thomas).

Kellie McGann helps us practice with an exercise in her article,
“How to Unlock All Five Senses in Your Writing” at
thewritepractice.com/five-senses-in-writing.
Close your eyes and imagine one of your favorite places: a local
coffee shop, the beach, the small bakery in Paris . . . take
yourself anywhere. Then, take fifteen minutes and practice
describing this place while asking the deeper questions—what does
each detail really mean to us?
Invite your reader to immerse themselves in the world you’ve
created with sight, taste, sound, touch, and smell.

In reaction, I hear one sound. His laugh. A bad
noise followed by blood and coughing.

“In the stunned reaction that follows, I’m aware
of one sound. Snow’s laughter. An awful
gurgling cackle accompanied by an eruption of
foamy blood when the coughing begins.”

TOUCH

from his hand, up his arm, and into his heart. Even his silky,
black mask tingled with a special warmth.”

NICKI JACOBSMEYER, ASSISTANT RA
Nicki Jacobsmeyer writes fiction and
non-fiction for children and adults. She
has a middle grade book, Surviving
the Iditarod, You Choose: Surviving
Extreme Sports (Capstone Press, 2017)
and a historical non-fiction book, Images Of America, Chesterfield (Arcadia
Publishing, 2016). Her short stories and
poetry are published in several anthologies. Besides reading
and writing she loves to travel, knit, sunsets, family barbeques
and watching a storm come in from her front porch. Visit her at
nickijacobsmeyer.com.
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ILLUSTRATOR’S CORNER

Illustrator’s Day
BY AMY KENNEY, IC

Kansas/Missouri SCBWI is lucky to claim so many talented
PAL authors and illustrators as members. This year for our
annual illustration day, we have decided to draw our faculty from
this wealth of regional knowledge. And we’ve also decided to
double the fun! On April 14th, we will host Elizabeth Baddeley
in Kansas City. And on April 21st, we will host John Hendrix in
St. Louis. Both are highly acclaimed illustrators, and have agreed
to teach a half-day workshop on hand-drawn type.

Elizabeth Baddeley
How did you get started in
illustration? What is your
background?
I started out the old fashioned way. I
went to KU for undergrad and majored
in illustration. I worked as a graphic
designer for 6 years before attending
SVA for my masters in illustration. I’ve
been working as a freelance illustrator
since graduating from SVA.
How did you develop your style and technique?
So. Much. Practice. Developing a style did not come easily to me
(do I have one? I still don’t even know!). My first year of grad
school, I probably put in about 12 hours a day. That went a long
way even though I didn’t realize it at the time. Observational
drawing helped a lot. Looking at the work of others did not!
Describe a typical work day for you.
I have a pretty standard work day as I try to align my schedule to
my husband’s so we get to see each other for at least a few hours
every day. I get into my studio in Westport between 8 and 9 am.
At lunch I either go to yoga or go home and walk my dog. Then
I’m back in the studio until 6 or 7. I try not to do work work on
the weekends if at all possible, but when deadlines are pressing
that always goes out the window!

What are you favorite children’s books of all time?
How about some recent titles?
Of all time: Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs, Alexander and the
Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day, Strega Nona, The
Patchwork Cat, Jumanji, pretty much anything Steven Kellogg,
Harriet the Spy, to name a few...

Recent: oh so hard! I like so many for different reasons. I was just
given an ARC of a new book called Nothing Stopped Sophie
written by Cheryl Bardoe, illustrated by Barbara McClintock
which is amazing. The last books I gifted my niece and nephew
are: Georgie’s Best Bad Day and Charlotte the Scientist is
Squished for the 5 year old and Secret Pizza Party and Mr. Tiger
Goes Wild for the 3-year old. What I give to them is usually a
pretty good indicator of what I am currently into.
Describe your dream project.
It’s a secret. Ha ha. At least until I get it out of my head and onto
paper! But to actually answer your question, I would love to work
on books about female sports figures. I grew up swimming and
still like to stay active. Any books that can cross over with other
interests of mine really excite me.
Any words of advice for folks just starting out in
illustration?
Hopefully you already know to draw what you love, create your
own projects and to follow your passions, so I won’t say that
(though it IS solid advice). Maybe this is not so much advice, but
a little hindsight (from someone who is still at the start of their
career): It’s really hard, but it is worth it! Once it starts to get
easy, find a way to challenge yourself. It’s how you grow.
What inspires you to work with typography?
It’s just something I’ve always done, like, since I was a kid. I’ve
always really loved when illustration and graphic design intersect
and I think illustrated type is a fun way to play with that.
cont’d on pg. 5
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John Hendrix
How did you get started in
illustration? What is your
background?
I have been drawing since I was very
young, but my first commissioned
illustration was in 2001, for the Village
Voice. Soon after, I did my first
illustration for the New York Times,
probably the publication I’ve done the
most for over the years. I ended up
working in the building as an art director for three years while I
was building my career. My undergraduate degree is from The
University of Kansas, in Visual Communications, but I took a
two track major, graduating with both Design and Illustration
degrees. I did my MFA in New York, at The School of Visual
Arts, MFA Illustration as Visual Essay Program.

How did you develop your current line art style and
why did you let go of your old style?
During my early college years I was working in a very tight
painting style. It was something I had developed using dry-brush
acrylic. When I got to graduate school, I began to look around
my studio and realized the work I hung up in my space that I
admired looked NOTHING like the stuff I made. Slowly I
realized that I loved drawing way more than painting. My
sketchbooks were key to unlocking the visual voice that is much
more true to who I am.

Do you have any advice for someone in high school
who is studying art?
Remember that for the moment you
don’t have to worry about the
following question: “How will I
make a living?” Put that out of your
mind. What is important right now
is to do the stuff that you love doing.
If you follow your desire, (and desire
trumps talent any day of the week)
then making a living will come
naturally. Push yourself to try new
things and most importantly, KEEP
A SKETCHBOOK AND DRAW EVERY DAY! Don’t forget
to have fun.

Josh Cochran, for example). But, the building blocks of
illustration are words and images. Without text, there is no such
thing as illustration. So why not have them in the same space
and interacting in the same language. Also, as an artist who is
writing his own books, I feel like I have to offer something that a
writer alone or illustrator alone can’t provide. So, the interaction
with text inside the frame is a way to create a hybrid language in
my work.

What drew you to children’s book illustration? How did
your first book come to be published?
Children’s books were the first illustration vehicles that I truly
loved. It is the aspect of fantastical storytelling that drew me to
visual stories. Of course, my editorial career took off and I love
doing those images as well, but my heart has always leaned
towards story in sequence. My first book I wrote, John Brown,
ended up being my second book. As I was looking for a publisher
for John Brown, I found several manuscripts that people wanted
me to illustrate. Given my civil war interest, the story for Abe
Lincoln Crosses a Creek was a perfect fit.
What are some of your favorite books for children?
Where to start? Back in college I loved The Mysteries of Harris
Burdick by Chris Van Allsburg. Lisbeth Zwerger’s Wizard of Oz
is up there for me as well. Recently I’ve really been an admirer of
the zany and visually driven books of Shaun Tan and Adam Rex.
The Arrival and Frankenstein makes a Sandwich. But, I can’t leave
out the haunting and truly visionary Caldecott winner from 2008
The Invention of Hugo Cabret -Golly, that thing is a masterpiece.
AMY KENNEY, ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR

A lot of your work uses drawn text. What inspires you
to work with typography?
I love love love typography. I also studied and completed a
degree in Graphic Design in undergrad and I’ve always been
attracted to artist who use graphic space in their work (Al Parker,

Amy Kenney is a freelance illustrator
and children’s book author based in
Kansas City, MO. Amy earned a BFA in
Illustration and Graphic Design from the
University of Central Missouri. She and
her husband currently live on 20 acres
with one dog, one cat, and way too
many children. amykenney.com

Register Online for Our Second Annual Illustration Day
Elizabeth’s Kansas City workshop on April 14th ksmo.scbwi.org/events/illustration-day-2018-kansas-city.
John’s St. Louis workshop on April 21st ksmo.scbwi.org/events/illustration-day-2018-st-louis.
Both links include the discounted double ticket for members.
Each of these days include bagels, and coffee, and tea for attendees, and will end with a book signing.
You can choose to attend either day you want, but members get a discount if they attend both!
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Quotes to Feed Your Artistic Soul
BY PEGGY ARCHER, PAL COORDINATOR

I love quotes! Quotes are inspiring. Sometimes they offer sage
advice, and other times they validate what I’m doing. Below are
some quotes that in some way made a personal connection with
me. I hope that something here will resonate with your writing
and illustrating soul as well.
“Sure it’s simple, writing for kids. Just as simple as
bringing them up.”

“The beautiful part of writing is that you don’t have to
get it right the first time, unlike, say, a brain surgeon.”
– Robert Cormier, American YA author and journalist)

“The best way to have a good idea is to have lots of
ideas.”
– Linus Pauling (American chemist, biochemist,
peace activist, author, and educator)

– Ursula K. Le Guin (American novelist, author of fantasy
and science fiction and author of children’s books)

“Writing for children is not easier, it’s not nicer, not
different from “real” writing; it’s the same thing.”
– Margaret Gabel (writing teacher)

“Inspiration usually comes during work, rather than
before
– Madeleine L’Engle (American YA novelist)
“…a great many people have talent, but… the
difference between being a person of talent and being
a writer is the ability to apply the seat of your pants to
the seat of your chair, and finish.”
– E.L. Konigsburg (American author and illustrator
of children’s books and young adult fiction)

“The writer’s magic word is BIC—Butt in chair.”
– Jane Yolen (American author of fantasy,
science fiction, and children’s books)

“Editing taught me to get to the point with words. And it
taught me that writing isn’t about ego but about
getting the words right.”
– Gary Paulsen (American author of young adult literature)

“Kids can see a moral coming a mile off and they gag
at it. But there’s an inherent moral in any story.”
– Dr. Seuss (Theodor Seuss Geisel; German-American author,
political cartoonist, poet, animator, book publisher,
and artist, best known for his children’s books)

“Opportunities are usually disguised by hard work, so
most people don’t recognize them.”
– Ann Landers (American advice columnist)

“…embrace failure. It can be your best and most
honest friend. Failure is the surest road to success.”
– J. Patrick Lewis (American author and poet;
Children’s Poet Laureate from 2011 to 2013)

“I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that
won’t work.”
– Thomas Alva Edison (American inventor)
“Drawing is not what you see, but what you must make
others see.”
– Degas (French artist famous for
his paintings, sculptures, prints, and drawings;
especially identified with the subject of dance)

“The task of the nonfiction writer is to find the story—the
narrative line—that exists in nearly every subject, be it
the life of a person or the life of a cell.”
– Russell Freedman (American biographer
and children’s author; NF writer)

“I try to make myself write every day, no matter what.
Sooner or later I write something worth rewriting!”
– Jon Scieszka (American children’s author)

“Imagination is more important than knowledge.
Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world.”

“What poetry does at its very best is to make the
reader feel. Feel deeply and truly.
– Jane Yolen (American writer of fantasy,
science fiction, and children’s books)

– Albert Einstein (German-born theoretical physicist)

“The sound of a word is at least as important as the
meaning.” – Jack Prelutsky (American author of children’s

“Emotional content is the main reason a child and a
parent will go back to a book again and again.”
– Rosemary Wells (American author and
illustrator of children’s books)

“Individuality of expression is the beginning and the
end of all art.” – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 1749-1834

(German author and statesman)

“The difference between the right word and the almost
right word is the difference between lightning and the
lightning bug.” – Mark Twain (Samuel Langhorne Clemens;
American author, humorist and publisher)

“Paying attention to your senses is the first step toward
being creative.”
– Laurence Yep (Chinese-American

author, best known for his children’s books)

poetry, Poetry Foundation’s Children’s
Poet Laureate from 2006 to 2008)

“It’s wonderful to realize that more can sometimes be
said and felt in eight or ten lines of a poem than can
be said and felt in an entire novel.”
– Lee Bennett Hopkins (American educator,
poet, author, and anthologist)

“I’m very lucky to write for children, because I don’t
have to deal with popular culture. I can just deal with
core fundamental issues: jealousy, love, hatred,
sadness, joy, wanting to drive a bus. The fundamental
core emotional things….”

– Mo Willems, children’s author

cont’d on pg.7
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“To jog him with the unexpected and comfort him with
the familiar.”
– Margaret Wise Brown, children’s author,

Don’t forget to check out our
featured PAL Author of the Month
on the Kansas/Missouri website at
ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-author

on the purpose of writing children’s books

“…I still think that the best advice for any child who
wants to become even a game designer… is to draw
from life, because it really is about nurturing and
growing that connection between what one visualizes
in their mind to what they can put down on paper.”
– Jerry Pinkney, children’s author

I’d like to end with this quote, even though I can’t find where it
came from, or who said it. I think that, as someone who works
with children, this is most important to me. Because if you make a
difference to even one child over the years, it’s worth what we do.

PEGGY ARCHER, PAL COORDINATOR
Peggy Archer’s most recent picture
book, Name That Dog! (Dial), is on the
Accelerated Reader list, and is listed
with Scholastic Book Club. Her picture
book, Turkey Surprise, was a NY Times
bestseller. Originally from northwest Indiana, Peggy and her husband now live in
O’Fallon, MO. peggyarcher.com

“Many years from now it will not matter what my
worldly possessions had been. What will really matter is
that I was important... in the life of a child.”

MEMBER NEWS
Humbler Acts’ (penname for Robert Elliot Wolff ) latest book,
Seven Secret Powers of Love (Ninth Graders’ Dream Primer For
Smoke-Free Thriving Lives) has been released from Bookway
International Services.

Peggy Archer’s picture book, A Hippy-Hoppy
Toad, will be released from Schwartz & Wade
on March 20th. It is a Junior Library Guild
selection, and Kirkus called it “A catchy,
“hippy-hoppy” storytime read-aloud with
“easy, breezy” language.” Main Street Books will host a book
launch on March 24th from 11 am to 1 pm. The St Charles
County Library and County Parks will feature A HippyHoppyToad in their Storybook Walk at Quail Ridge Park in
Wentzville with an author program on April 5th at 5 pm.
Missouri authors Peggy Archer (A Hippy-Hoppy Toad), Vicki
Erwin (Different Days), and Cynthia Reeg (Into the
Shadowlands) will be presenting “Reading is FUNdamental” at
the MASL 2018 Spring Conference in Tan-tar-a on April 15 at
2:00 pm. Ms. Reeg will also be presenting “Authors in the
Library” with Melanie Conklin (Counting Thyme) and Corabel
Shofner (Almost Paradise) at 3:15 pm the same day.

Sue Bradford Edwards has four new books out in 2018 – The
Debate about the Electoral College (Focus Readers), What Are Race
and Racism (Abdo), The Dakota Access Pipeline (Abdo), and
Advertising Overload (Abdo).
Jan Greenberg’s latest book with Sandra Jordan
came out in Fall 2017. Meet Cindy Sherman/ Artist
Photographer Chameleon (Roaring Brook Press: A
Neal Porter Book) has received starred reviews in
Kirkus, SLJ, Booklist, PW, and Horn Book and was
on the Best Books of 2017 from Kirkus. Greenberg is also
speaking at 6pm at the Contemporary Art Museum on
Washington Avenue on Tuesday, February 6. It is open to the
public and the reception is at 5:30.
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Alastair Heim’s fourth picture book, Hello, Door
(Little Bee Books), was released on January 2nd.
The fun, rhyming tale was illustrated by Alisa
Coburn and is an ode to the classic “Goldilocks and
the Three Bears” story, featuring sly, thieving fox as
he greets everything he sees (and steals) with a proper “Hello!” in
a home that isn’t his.
Kimberley B. Jones book, Can I Be a Dinosaur? Oh, Please! Oh,
Please!, came out October 2017.

Nancy Polette has a new picture book out with illustrator Paul
Dillon. N Is For Never Forget: POW-MIA A to Z is a nonfiction
picture book for ages 8 and older from Elva Resa Publishing
Company.
R. Lynne Roelfs has her very picture book in
hand! Ana and the Sea Star was released by Tilbury
House on November 7, 2017.

Jody Jensen Shaffer’s poem, “Summer Song,” was published in
November 2017 by ORBIT magazine from Australia.

Billie Holladay Skelley’s book, Spice Secret: A
Cautionary Diary, has been selected as the
Outstanding Abuse Awareness Book in the Director’s
Choice Awards of the 2017 Human Relations Indie
Book Awards.
PAL member Traci Sorell has launched her author website,
tracisorell.com.

Looking for a Critique Group?
The St. Charles County Newer Writers SCBWI critique
group meets at the Barnes & Nobel at Mid Rivers Mall Dr.
at 7 pm on the second Wednesday of each month.
It’s a great group to learn and grow with. If you are
interested in coming you can just show up or you can
email sharonkmayhew@gmail.com for more information.
Hope to see you there!
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As you may know, our region is run by a large group of
volunteers, from our regional team to our advisory committee to
the volunteers that spearhead individual events, outings and
critique groups. We are always looking for new writers and
illustrators to bring their creative energy to our region as
volunteers, so reach out if you’d like to join us!
Since we have a new face on our regional team, a new volunteer
webmaster, and many new members to welcome this month, we
thought this might be an appropriate time for some
introductions.

Co-Regional Advisor – Erin Mos
Favorite book as a child?
The Dark is Rising Sequence by Susan
Cooper. No question.

Can you share a fun fact
about yourself?
I collect glass and ceramic antique
apothecary bottles (but only if their
labels are in a language other than English) and I collect
anything that could even resemble a spell book, but again, not in
English. I’m convinced that someday I will read one of those
books aloud and discover I do indeed have latent magical
abilities.

Co-Regional Advisor – Jess Townes
Favorite book as a child?
I struggle with the word favorite! But on
the short list you’d find The Monster at
the End of the Book, Little Women, all of
the Ramona Quimby books, and
Charlotte’s Web.

Illustrator Coordinator – Amy Kenney
Favorite book as a child?
Probably either The Diary of Anne Frank,
or The Boxcar Children, or Jane of Lantern
Hill, or Anne of Green Gables (really
anything by L.M. Montgomery.)

Can you share a fun fact
about yourself?
I am a compulsive entrepreneur. I have started several
businesses over the years, moving from one to the next as my
family situation evolved. At one point I ran a bakery called Hot
Mama Bakery. It was such a fun time in my life, and I loved all
of the people I got to know through that business. I ended
HMB because I couldn’t keep up the pace after having my
fourth kid. Kids and bread ruin your sleep schedule in very
different ways. I now run an online shop for my illustrated
products called Hot Mama Bakery, in honor of my previous
business.

Webmaster – Ben McClanahan
Favorite book as a child?
Pudd’nhead Wilson by Mark Twain was
probably my favorite. Unfortunately, I
can’t remember my favorite picture
books. They were always just “the bear
book” or “the one with the monkey” and
stuff like that. I need to ask my mom
what those were actually called.
Can you share a fun fact about yourself?
I’m terrified of birds.

Can you share a fun fact about
yourself?
I’ve attended over fifty births as a doula, and will never get over
the enormous privilege and wonder of witnessing so many tiny
new humans enter our world.

Assistant Regional Advisor – Nicki Jacobsmeyer
Favorite book as a child?
The Little House by Virginia Lee Burton

Can you share a fun fact
about yourself?
I’m most creative when I write my first
draft with pencil and paper. So I collect
pencils from around the world as
inspiration. I have over 50 pencils that include Japan, Norway,
Alaska, Bahamas, Africa and more!
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“I write because the lives of all of us are stories. If
enough of those stories are told, then perhaps we
will begin to see that our lives are the same story.
The differences are merely in the details.”

Julius Lester (1939–2018) –
Award-winning Children’s Book Author

BOOK MARKETS
APPLES AND HONEY PRESS, the children’s imprint of
Behrman House, publishes Jewish stories for kids in grades
K-12. Seeking fiction and nonfiction picture books for ages 3-8,
as well as nonfiction for grades 3-12. Recent pic¬ture book titles
include The Passover Cowboy by Barbara Diamond Goldin,
illustrated by Gina Capaldi (historical fiction, ages 4-8); The
Goblins of Knottingham: The History of Challah by Zoe Klein,
illustrated by Beth Bogert (retold folktale, ages 4-8);
Ta-poo-ach Means Apple: An Alef Bet Picture Book by Barbara
Genet (Hebrew alpha¬bet book, ages 3-8). Submission
guidelines at behrmanhouse.com/submission-guidelines
(Children’s Book Insider – December 2017 and BehrmanHouse.com)

ARBORDALE PUBLISHING is on the lookout for “fun to
read” picture books, particularly for pre-K and Kindergarten
students. Nonfiction facts woven into the story is a huge plus.
Material must relate to math and/or science subjects for the
elementary level, especially physical science, engineering, earth
science, and science with a cultural/social studies connection.
Prefers prose but will consider excellent rhyming texts.
Submission guidelines at arbordalepublishing.com/Submissions.htm
(Children’s Writer eNews 1/26/18 and ArbordalePublishing.com)
HOLIDAY HOUSE publishes quality hardcover fiction and
nonfiction for children, from picture books to young adult works.
Submit entire manuscript by postal mail. Response in four
months if interested. Submission details at holidayhouse.com/
holiday_house.php (CW eNews 1/18/18 and HolidayHouse.com)

KANE MILLER PUBLISHING is expanding its picture book
list with “great stories with engaging characters, especially those
with particularly American subjects.” Prefers diverse stories written
by Own Voices authors, to ensure storytelling authenticity. No
holiday stories or stories previously been self-published. Author
and illustrator submission guidelines at friends.kanemiller.com/
submissions.html (CW eNews 1/11/18 and KaneMiller.com)
PELICAN PUBLISHING is seeking picture book and middle
grade fiction and nonfiction that have a specific focus and
timeless themes of history (especially Louisiana and the South),
multiculturalism, science, and regional holidays. Not interested in
general Christmas stories, talking animal stories, science fiction,
fantasy, mystery, or general “day at school” or “accept yourself ”
stories. Query guidelines at pelicanpub.com/viewer.php?region=92
(PelicanPub.com and CBI – January 2018)
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PIÑATA BOOKS, the children’s and young adult literature
imprint at Arte Publico Press, seeks books that portray themes,
characters, and customs unique to U.S. Hispanic culture.
Submissions are accepted in either English or Spanish.
Visit website to see a backlist of titles for children,
middle-grade, and YA readers. Submission details at
artepublicopress.com/submissions
(CW eNews 12/14/17 and ArtePublicoPress.com)

Scholastic has announced the fall launch of SCHOLASTIC
FOCUS, a middle grade and young adult imprint dedicated to
narrative nonfiction that connects historical events and
contemporary issues. Material must be thoroughly researched,
beautifully written, and thoughtfully designed to help MG and
YA readers make sense of the world, its history, and their place
within it. “We plan to publish stories, set in various eras, that will
resonate with today’s young readers,” said Lisa Sandell, editorial
director of Scholastic Focus. Debut titles include Deborah
Hopkinson’s D-Day: The World War II Invasion That Changed
History, Lawrence Goldstone’s Unpunished Murder: Massacre at
Colfax and the Quest for Justice, and two reissues: The Greatest:
Muhammad Ali by Walter Dean Myers and Lincoln’s Grave
Robbers by Steve Sheinkin. (Publishers Weekly 2/1/18)
Becky Herrick, editor at SKY PONY PRESS, the children’s
imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, is accepting submissions for
YA, middle grade, and chapter books in most genres, particularly
material featuring diverse voices. Looking for “contemporary
friendship and coming-of-age stories, unexpected and accessible
fantasy and magic, quirky mysteries with a relatable narrator,
humor, and high concept chapter book series with great
characters.” Herrick is not interested in graphic novels,
celebrity-themed stories, or angel or “issue” books. View backlist
titles and submission guidelines on the website.
(CBI – December 2017 and SkyPonyPress.com)

TILBURY HOUSE publishes nonfiction picture books for ages
5 to 10, nonfiction chapter books and graphic nonfiction for
early readers ages 8 to 13, and nonfiction for young adult readers
ages 12+. “We want these books to offer solid learning content
for the education market and strong popular appeal for the
national and international bookstore trade.” Eager to receive
picture books submissions about nature and the environment,
history, biography, and STEM. Editorial and submission
guidelines on website: tilburyhouse.com/submissions/
(CW eNews 12/14/17 and TilburyHouse.com)
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt is launching VERSIFY, a new
imprint that will be curated by poet, educator and awardwinning author Kwame Alexander. Versify will reflect
Alexander’s “vision that accessible and powerful prose and
poetry—in picture books, novels, and nonfiction—can celebrate
the lives and reflect the possibilities of all children.” Given the
difficult publishing journey of The Crossover – Alexander’s
Newbery Award-winning, middle grade novel that was rejected
by 22 publishers who felt that no sports-themed children’s book
written in verse would appeal to either boys or girls – Alexander
promises to be bold and adventurous in building Versify’s list.
“My inclination is going to be to find books that other people
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might not view as feasible or doable. I feel like I’m the guy to do
that.” Along with Alexander, Versify will be guided by HMH
senior executive editor Margaret Raymo, editorial project manager
Erika Turner, and an advisory council composed of students from
around the country. Versify will debut in spring 2019 with four
titles: This is for Us, a picture book featuring a poem by Alexander,
with art by Kadir Nelson; ¡Vamos!/Let’s Go!, a new bilingual picture
book series by the illustrator Raul Gonzalez; The Last Last-Day-ofSummer, a middle grade fantasy novel by Lamar Giles; and White
Rose, a young adult Holocaust novel in verse by Kip Wilson.
(New York Times 1/30/18 and PW 1/31/18)

SMALL PUBLISHERS LIST
Most children’s books are published by the big five publishing
houses, along with a handful of mid-size publishers,
headquartered on the east and west coasts. But lesser known,
small presses are operating in many states throughout the
country, offering publishing opportunities for authors whose
stories have regional or niche appeal. An up-to-date, state by
state list of independent kidlit publishers can be found on
writer and blogger Vonna Carter’s comprehensive website:
vonnacarter.com/wordpress/new-independent-press-gallery/
(SCBWI Blueboard 1/26/18 and VonnaCarter.com)

“Many [critics] claim that sensitivity readers are
diversity police officers telling (white) writers that
they cannot write cross-culturally. . . One thing
that gets left out of the conversation is that, when
an author fails to write well-rounded, fleshed-out
characters outside of their own realm of
experience, it’s, at its core, a craft failure. . . .
Writers should write what they want to write, but
they should aim to do it well.”

Dhonielle Clayton – Author and COO of We Need Diverse Books

PUBLISHING PERSONNEL NEWS
ANNICK PRESS welcomed Claire Caldwell as Associate
Editor; she was previously assistant editor at Harlequin.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 11/30/17)

Heather Alexander joined Amazon’s AUDIBLE as Executive
Editor, kids’ original content. Previously, Alexander helmed her
own editorial company, was a literary agent at Pippin
Properties, and worked in editorial at Dial BFYR.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Job Moves 1/30/18)
At FLATIRON BOOKS, Sarah Dotts Barley was promoted
to Editorial Director, young adult. (Publishing Trends 1/22/18)

HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS announced
its new editorial team for middle grade and young adult fiction:
Erica Sussman, Editorial Director; Kristen Pettit, Executive
Editor; Andrew Eliopulos, Executive Editor; Alice Jerman,
Associate Editor; Elizabeth Lynch, Assistant Editor; and
Stephanie Stein, Editor.
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(PWC Job Moves 12/5/17 and PT 1/3/18)

Julie Temple Stan joined HIGHLIGHTS in the newly created
position of V-P, Editorial Director, Highlights Learning. Stan’s
previous experience includes president of Bluum, a baby gift box
company, and work at Sesame Workshop and Grolier/Scholastic
At-Home. (PWC Job Moves 12/5/17)
HOLIDAY HOUSE welcomed Elizabeth Law as Editor,
where she will manage backlist opportunities for the publisher.
Law was most recently v-p and publisher at Egmont USA.
She will continue offering editorial services for picture books
through YA novels on her website, ELawReads.com
(PWC Job Moves 12/5/17 and Harold Underdown)

Emilia Rhodes was named Editorial Director at
HOUGHTON MIFLIN HARCOURT BOOKS FOR
YOUNG READERS, as of January 29. Previously she was
senior editor at HarperCollins Children’s Books where she
acquired and edited middle grade and YA fiction, and before that
she was an editor at Alloy Entertainment and Simon Pulse.
(PWC Bookshelf 1/25/18)
KANE PRESS has two new hires: Joy Bean has joined as
Senior Editor, and Jes Negrón has joined as Editor. Bean had
been senior editor at Little Bee Books and held editorial roles
at Marshall Cavendish and Random House Children’s Books.
Negrón’s resumé includes stints as editor at Riot Games and
associate agent with Talcott Notch Literary.
(PWC Job Moves 12/31/17)

LERNER PUBLISHING GROUP has two promotions:
Carol Hinz was named Editorial Director of both Carolrhoda
Books and Millbrook Press, up from E.D. at Millbrook only;
and Amy Fitzgerald was promoted to Senior Editor, from editor.
(PWC Job Moves 1/30/18)

Hanna Otero joined LONELY PLANET KIDS as Publisher.
She was most recently editorial director at Sterling Children’s.
Otero will continue the imprint’s mission to introduce different
cultural experiences to young readers through books. “What I
think Lonely Planet can do is to come at diversity from a
different angle,” Otero said, “showing all of the things people
do around the world, and how they make us both different and
the same.” Additional hiring of an art director, editor, and
commissioning editor is expected as part of the imprint’s
expansion in the North American market.
(Publishers Weekly 1/9/18, PT 1/22/18, and Harold Underdown)

MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING GROUP
announced a big round of promotions and new hires.
(PWC Job Moves 12/5/17, PWC Bookshelf 1/30/18 and 2/1/18)
•	FSG Books for Young Readers: Grace Kendall is Senior
Editor, and Nicholas Henderson is Assistant Editor.
• Roaring Brook Press: Emily Feinberg is Editor; Megan
Abbate is Assistant Editor. Mekisha Telfer was named
Associate Editor, moving from Glasstown Entertainment
where she was associate editor. Luisa Beguiristain joined
both Roaring Brook and FSG as Editorial Assistant,
coming from the NYC bookstore Books of Wonder.
•	First Second Books: Calista Brill is Editorial Director;
cont’d on pg. 11
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Kiara Valdez is Assistant Editor.
•	Feiwel and Friends: Emily Settle is Assistant Editor to the
publisher; Liz Dresner is Associate Art Director, up from
senior designer; Rebecca Syracuse is Associate Designer, up
from junior designer.

G.P. PUTNAM’S BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
welcomed Jennifer Klonsky as Publisher and VP. Previously
Klonsky was editorial director at HarperCollins.
(PW 11/20/17 and Harold Underdown)

On the move at RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN’S
BOOKS: Michelle Nagler was promoted to VP, associate
publishing director for the Random House BFYRG. Frances
Gilbert was promoted to Editor-in-Chief of Doubleday and
Golden Books. Marisa DiNovis was promoted to Assistant
Editor at Knopf BFYR. (PWC Bookshelf 1/25/18 and 1/30/18)

Recent editorial shifts at SCHOLASTIC include the
promotion of Aimee Friedman to Editorial Director, from
executive editor. Anamika Bhatnagar is now Associate Publisher
of both Graphix and Pilkey Publishing. Jenne Abramowitz is
Executive Editor. Chloe Fraboni is Senior Editor. Caitlin
Harpin is Editorial Director of Klutz. At Scholastic Trade,
Samantha Swank was promoted to Associate Editor; and Jeffrey
West and Olivia Valcarce have been promoted to Assistant
Editor. (PWC Job Moves 2/1/18 and PWC Bookshelf 2/1/18)
Laura DiSiena is Art Director for Aladdin, the SIMON &
SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S imprint. And at Simon Pulse,
Jen Ung has been promoted to editor.
(PWC Job Moves 12/5/17 and PT 12/5/17))
Kendra Levin is Associate Editorial Director at VIKING
CHILDREN’S BOOKS, overseeing MG and YA.
(PWC Job Moves 12/5/17)

On January 29th, Traci Todd joined WORKMAN
CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING as Director of Children’s
Publishing, moving from Abrams Appleseed where she was
editorial director. Todd is also the author of A Story of Nina Simone,
a picture book bio due out from Putnam in 2021. At Workman’s,
Todd will be assisted by Editor Evan Griffith, who segued from
Workman’s adult group where he was associate editor. In addition,
Sara Corbett joined as Art Director, returning from Penguin
Workshop, where she was Associate Art Director.
(PWC Job Moves 12/5/17, PW 1/11/18, and PT 1/22/18)

“Hopefully you have been taught never to fear
rejection in the workplace. Remember, a ‘no’ is
free. Ask for the world, and pay no mind if you
are initially turned down. A career in the arts is
like a hitchhiking trip: all you need is one person
to say ‘get in,’ and off you go and then the
confidence begins.”

John Waters – Director, Screenwriter, Author, Actor
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AGENT NEWS
Agent Penny Moore at EMPIRE LITERARY is seeking
young adult and middle grade submissions. She is drawn to
imaginative works featuring unique voices and compelling plot
lines, especially diverse YA contemporary fiction where the
narrator exhibits unforgettable wit and charm.
(Children’s Book Insider – December 2017 and EmpireLiterary.com)
Emily van Beek has been named Partner at FOLIO
LITERARY MANAGEMENT. Van Beek heads Folio Jr., the
agency’s children and teen division, specializing in children’s,
middle grade, and YA books. She represents both authors and
illustrators. (Publishers Weekly Children’s Job Moves 1/30/18)

GALT & ZACKER LITERARY AGENCY welcomed Linda
Camacho and Beth Phelan as Agents. Camacho’s publishing
includes work at Penguin Random House, Dorchester, Simon
and Schuster, and Writers House. Most recently she agented at
Prospect Agency. Phelan, who is the creator of the Twitter pitch
event #DVpit, came to Galt & Zacker from the Bent Agency
where she repped MG and YA fiction writers.
(PWC Job Moves 12/5/17 and 12/31/17)

Jennie Kendrick has joined LUPINE GROVE CREATIVE as
an Agent. Previously she was editor of the book review site
Forever Young Adult. (PWC Bookshelf 2/1/18)
At MARTIN LITERARY MANAGEMENT, Lit Manager
Adria Goetz is accepting queries for picture books, middle grade,
and young adult works, especially those reflecting Christian values
and themes. For more specific details on Goetz’s current wish list,
visit her website adriagoetz.com/2016/10/05/what-im-looking-for/
Follow submission guidelines at https://www.martinlit.com/
submission-policy. Goetz will be attending Agent Day in April.
(CBI – November 2017, AdriaGoetz.com, and MartinLit.com)
PIPPIN PROPERTIES’ newest V-P is Elena Giovinazzo,
who was promoted from senior agent. Giovinazzo joined
Pippin in 2009 as an assistant. Her client list includes Jason
Reynolds, Katherine Applegate, and Cassie Beasley.
(PWC Bookshelf 1/25/18)

At P.S. LITERARY Associate Agent Kurestin Armada is open
for queries in children’s and YA books. She is actively acquiring
picture books by author/illustrators, middle grade, young adult and
graphic novels in the following categories: “contem¬porary fiction,
magical realism, science fiction, fantasy, historical fiction with
interesting settings, and LGBTQ. She’s also in¬terested in stories
that involve young girls interested in STEM fields (both fiction
and nonfiction); science fiction or fantasy set in/inspired by
non-European cultures, preferably written by authors of that
culture; retellings of fairy tales & myths, with a twist such as a
different ending, or different gender protagonist; a heist/con story,
for YA or New Adult readers, preferably with an interesting
ensemble cast & friendship focus; a funny, adventurous MG story
with ‘weird interest & lots of heart’; fantasy with an heir with a
sense of duty or responsibility; fantasy (urban or otherwise)
dealing with the diaspora of a magical community – how does
this make the magic change/thrive?” For submission details,
visit psliterary.com/submissions/
(CBI – November 2017, PSLiterary.com)
cont’d on pg. 12
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Eva Scalzo joined SPEILBURG LITERARY AGENCY as
Agent, representing romance and YA fiction. In young adult, Scalzo
is “open to most subcategories, but there should be strong romantic
elements regardless. I’d like to see contemporary, paranormal, science
fiction, mystery/suspense and fantasy, but not historical.” Favorite
books include Replica by Lauren Oliver, Carry On by Rainbow
Rowell, and The Blue Castle by Lucy Maud Montgomery. (Publishing
Trends 12/5/17 and Guide to Literary Agents 12/4/17)

“Write about something you know. Try to leave
your readers better off than they were before.”

John R. Erickson–
Author of “Hank the Cowdog” chapter book series

MAGAZINE MARKETS
HIGHLIGHTS publishes stories, puzzles, articles, and
activities that are fun and engaging (and secretly purposeful!) for
children ages 6-12. Published monthly, the magazine has a
circulation of about 1.2 million. Currently accepting fiction,
nonfiction, verse, crafts, puzzles, and cartoons. Lisa Glover is the
new Crafts & Activities Editor for Highlights and High Five, a
magazine aimed at children ages 2-6. For more insights into
Glover’s submissions preferences, read her interview with Evelyn
Christensen and sign up for her newsletter, which will include
periodic calls for submissions and tips on creating great crafts:
evelynchristensen.com/magsED-HighlightsHighFive.html .
For payment and submission details, visit the Highlights
website and click on Highlights or High Five:
highlights.submittable.com/submit.
NOTE: Highlights magazine is not holding a fiction contest in
2018. Any manuscripts received for that purpose will be reviewed
as regular submissions to Highlights.
NOTE: High Five will be closed for submissions from February
15 through May 15, 2018. Any submissions received during this
time will be declined. High Five submissions already in process
by February 15 will receive a decision during this time.
(Evelyn Christensen’s Market Tidbits 2/2018, Children’s Book
Insider – January 2018, and Highlights.com)
JACK AND JILL buys fiction 600-800 words in length, aimed at
children ages 6-12. Looking for stories that are fun and engaging,
stories kids are eager to read without being forced by adults.
Material should convey a positive message, with a nod to themes
such as self-reliance, being kind to others, appreciating other
cultures, etc. Teach without being preachy; let the theme grow
organically through great plotting and witty dialogue. Also seeking
nonfiction manuscripts of 700 words or fewer. Prefers features or
Q&A’s with kids who participate in fun and challenging activities.
Payment for fiction and nonfiction: $25 and up. Submission details
at http://www.uskidsmags.com/writers-guidelines.
(Children’s Writer eNews 1/26/18 and USKidsMag.com)
MISHPACHA JR. is an Orthodox Jewish children’s magazine
included in the family weekly publication Mishpacha. This
paying market is looking for engaging fiction “that imparts
values in a non-preaching manner” for kids age 5 to 11.
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MISHPACHA TEENPAGES is seeking features and
interviews, short fiction, and recipes and crafts for teen readers.
Sample stories from Jr. and TeenPages are on the magazine’s
website: http://www.mishpacha.com/Browse/Listing/3/Junior.
(CW eNews 12/7/17, Evelyn Christensen’s Market Tidbits 11/2017
and 2/2018, and Mishpacha.com)

NATIVE YOUTH MAGAZINE is an online resource for
those of Native American descent. It offers a host of information
on scholarships, education programs, and internships. Articles
focus on Native American history, fashion, events and media,
along with highlighting Native American businesses. Adults and
youth are invited to submit material, including poetry, profiles,
photos and illustrations. (EvelynChristensen.com – Market Tidbits
2/2018 and NativeYouthMagazine.com)
WRITING FOR CHILDREN’S MAGAZINES, the
long-running ezine edited by Evelyn B. Christensen, is seeking
two types of pieces: 1) Articles that address some aspect of
writing for children’s magazines; and 2) overviews of a recent
issue of a specific children’s magazine. Pays $10 for original
pieces and $5 for reprints. Submission guidelines at
evelynchristensen.com/mags.html (EvelynChristensen.com)

“It would be easier to be a hand surgeon than to
be a published children’s book author. It is less
competitive. . . One of my editor friends says for
every 15,000 manuscripts on an editor’s desk, one
will get published.”

Anna Dewdney (1965–2016) –
Author/Illustrator of “Llama Llama” picture book series

AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR CONTEST
The LITTLE, BROWN EMERGING ARTIST AWARD is
currently accepting picture book submission mock-ups from
unpublished and unagented author/illustrators. The entirety of
the submitted work should re¬flect the rich cultural experiences
of America – whether it’s revealed in character, theme, setting,
plot, or whether it stems from the artist’s own background and
identity. Prizes include an in-person submission and portfolio
review by an artist mentor and the LBYR publishing staff; and a
review of the winning submission by the LBYR’s editorial team
for possible publication. Full rules, submission details and a
sample mock-up template can be found at https://lbartistaward.
com/rules. All entries must be received by May 15, 2018.
(Children’s Book Insider – January 2018, LBArtistAward.com)

“Being a novelist is very, very difficult, but I would
argue that the journey of getting published is even
more treacherous. Everyone gets stupid rejections,
but there’s a special reward for those who soldier
on in spite of them.”
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HONORS AND AWARDS
NATIONAL AMBASSADOR FOR YOUNG PEOPLE’S
LITERATURE
Author Jacqueline Woodson, whose numerous accolades
include a National Book Award, four Newbery Honors, and a
stint as the Young People’s Poet Laureate, can add another
prestigious title to her remarkable literary resumé: the 2018-2019
National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature. The
Ambassador is selected by the Librarian of Congress, presently
Carla Hayden, based on the recommendations of a committee of
educators, librarians, booksellers, and other children’s literature
experts. Among the criteria for the Ambassador post are
meaningful “contributions to young people’s literature, the ability
to relate to kids and teens, and dedication to fostering literacy in
all forms.” (Publishers Weekly 1/4/18)
LEE & LOW BOOKS 2017 NEW VOICES AWARD
Established in 2000, the New Voices Award encourages writers of
color to submit their work to Lee & Low Books, which takes
pride in nurturing authors new to the world of children’s book
publishing. Maham Khwaja, a Pakastani-American from West
Hollywood, California, was awarded this year’s top honors for her
picture book manuscript, The Journey, about a family who flees
their homeland when it’s threatened by violence. Khwaja will
receive a prize of $1,000 and a publication contract. Kelly J.
Baptist, an African-American from Berrien Springs, Michigan,
received an honor award for her picture book manuscript, The
Electric Slide and Cai, about a girl who wants to shine among the
best dancers in her family at her aunt’s upcoming wedding. The
Electric Slide and Cai is Baptist’s fifth submission to the New
Voices Award, proving that perseverance does indeed pay off! For
her efforts, she will receive a prize of $500. (Blog.LeeAndLow.com)
2018 SYDNEY TAYLOR BOOK AWARDS
The Association of Jewish Libraries recognizes outstanding
books that focus on Jewish content and themes for young
readers. This year’s awards were given to The Language of Angels:
A Story About the Reinvention of Hebrew by Richard Michelson,
illustrated by Karla Gudeon; Refugee by Alan Gratz; and The
Librarian of Auschwitz by Antonio Iturbe, translated by Lilit
Thwaites. (Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 1/11/18)
2017 NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARDS
The Jewish Book Council honors quality books with Jewish
content that appeal to a broad reading audience. This year’s
winner in the Children’s Literature category is The Language of
Angels by Richard Michelson, illustrated by Karla Gudeon.
Refugee by Alan Gratz received top honors in the Young Adult
category. (PWC Bookshelf 1/11/18)
2018 CHARLOTTE ZOLOTOW AWARD
The Cooperative Children’s Book Center hands out the Zolotow
award annually to the author of the best picture book text
published in the United States during the preceding year. Poet
and author Bao Phi is being recognized this year for his debut
picture book, A Different Pond, illustrated by Thi Bui.
(PWC Bookshelf 1/11/18)
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2018 CHARLOTTE HUCK AWARD
Presented annually by the National Council of Teachers of
English, this award honors an exceptional work of fiction that has
the potential to connect children to their own humanity and
transform their lives by nurturing compassion, imagination, and
wonder. Author/Illustrator Dan Santat was given top honors this
year for his picture book After the Fall. (PWC Bookshelf 1/11/18)
2018 WALTER DEAN MYERS AWARDS
Sponsored annually by We Need Diverse Books, the Walter Dean
Myers Awards for Outstanding Children’s Literature, also
known as “The Walter,” celebrate the legacy of author Walter
Dean Myers (1937-2014) by recognizing outstanding books
written by diverse authors. This year’s winner in the Teen
Category is Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds. The winner
in the Younger Reader Category is Forest World by Margarita
Engle. (WeNeedDiverseBooks.org 1/11/18)

“Before submitting anything, be sure you’re happy
with every word. Become an aggressive, even
ferocious self-editor.”

Jerry Jenkins – Novelist and Biographer

WRITING RESOURCES
Editors at SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUB are sharing
their predictions for the top five biggest trends expected in
children’s books for 2018. Find the complete report, including
10 examples in each category, at the website
oomscholasticblog.com/post/2018-children-s-book-trends-ourscholastic-book-clubs-editors-make-top-predictions.
(SCBWI Blueboard 1/2/18 and PublishingPerspectives.com)
TOP TRENDS IN CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING FOR 2018
1. More books celebrating strong female characters.
2. Kid-friendly nonfiction continues to grow
3. Iconic series and characters return with new stories.
4. Fantasy worlds and magical creatures like unicorns, narwhals,
dragons maintain humor and fun.
5. Engaging activity books, especially STEM-related material

Most every writer will tell you that story ideas come easy. It’s the
storytelling, i.e. writing, that’s hard. But the journey to “done” can
be made a little less rocky with the help of 11 STEPS TO
WRITING A CHILDREN’S BOOK by author, bookseller,
and knitter extraordinaire Tirzah Price.
(https://bookriot.com/2017/11/16/how-to-write-a-childrens-book/ )
1. Read a LOT.
2. Crack open that notebook and get to work.
3. Be persistent.
4. Celebrate! Then revise.
5. Bring in other eyes.
6. Do your research!
7. Craft a Killer Query.
8. Cultivate patience.
9. Cultivate some more patience, but also keep writing.
10. Work with editor! And more patience!
11. CONGRATULATIONS! You have a book!
cont’d on pg. 14
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The Market Place cont’d from pg. 13
Great writing is born out of keen revision. So it’s essential during
the editing process to focus specific attention on different writing
elements. Follow this checklist of 9 TECHNIQUES FOR
POWERFUL REVISIONS from children’s and YA author
Beth Bacon, and you’ll be well on your way to elevating your
so-so early drafts to final draft perfection. Read Bacon’s post in
its entirety at Medium.com http://bit.ly/2F9QcAR
1: Even Out Your Tenses
2: Simplify Your Clauses
3: Remove Clichés
4: Document the Chronological Timeline
5: Document the Manuscript Timeline
6: Understand the Time Passage Techniques
7: Do You Use the Five Senses?
8: Document Your Thematic Elements
9: Note Meaningful Objects and Elements
New Leaf Literary agent Janet Reid has accumulated a list of
“good sense” rules to help sustain writers throughout the
challenges of the writing life. For an in depth explanation of each
rule, read Reid’s blog at http://jetreidliterary.blogspot.com/
(scroll down, find the “Rules” on the right) Take note and see if
Reid’s Rules work for you!
RULES FOR WRITERS
• Be Resolute
• Be Yourself
• Be Bold
• Be Tenacious
• Be Rational
• Be Knowledgeable
• Be Positive
• Be Confident
• Be Ready
• Be Reachable
• Be Brave
• Be Polite
• Be Imperfect
• Be Wary!
RITA D. RUSSELL
Rita D. Russell joined SCBWI in 2009,
after hearing Anna Dewdney sing
its praises. When not writing picture
books and chapter books, the former
journalist and television script writer
teaches screenwriting at St. Louis
Community College.
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Listen to Season 2 of SCBWI’s podcasts

scbwi.org/podcasts/member-only-podcasts/
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